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Safer Journey Action Plan 2013-15

Implementing a communications strategy 
to change the road safety conversation 

about speed, including increasing system 
designers’ and system users’ understanding 

and acceptance of safer speeds 









Changing the Conversation on Speed

Implementing a communications strategy to 
change the road safety conversation about 
speed, including increasing system 
designers’ and system users’ understanding 
and acceptance of safer speeds 

Build public acceptance 
of speed management 
practices through a 
better understanding of 
road safety risks



Every conversation counts

We will empower people to make use 
of every engagement.

Meet the conversation where it happens

We’ll monitor where the conversation is 
and join it when we can make a 
meaningful contribution.

Conversation is an exchange

We’ll listen to how people are talking and 
respect and respond to their views, 
learning as we go which messages are 
most powerful.

Focus on the goal

We will help communities make choices 
by having an open conversation about all 
of the options to improve safety on their 
roads.

Conversation is real

We’ll speak honestly and authentically, 
acknowledging that some aren’t yet 
ready for a new conversation about 
speed.

We’re all in this together

This can’t rest only on the shoulders of 
the usual spokespeople; we must 
harness the power of many voices.

Principles of conversation



Principles for 

powerful engagement



Research

The research is helping RCAs understand how their communities 

think and talk about speed.

• Stakeholder Qualitative Research 

in-depth interviews with stakeholders

• Waikato Community Qualitative Research 

focus groups in Cambridge and Taupo

• Waikato Community Quantitative Research 

Random telephone survey of 1,300+ residents

• National Quantitative Research 

Random online survey of 2,100+ people



Central finding: It’s about the roads.  Local roads.

Driver Road

It is the (other) driver’s 
fault.

Improve the (other) 
driver!

We know speeding is 
dangerous. But other 
factors are to blame.

Slowing me down won't 
solve the problem.

Some roads are hard to 
read. 

Help me read the road. 
Some roads are not safe 

at current limits.

Current conversation Productive conversation Rejected conversation

Speed

10

Local 
roads



Road safety is seen as important, but it varies by age, gender 
and region

Drivers believe roads are safer for themselves than for 
others

Driver distraction and driver choice of speed are blamed 
for crashes

Helping drivers choose the right speed, and improving 
roads, is preferred over reducing speed limits

Most believe driving fast is not safe – but a quarter believe it is.
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Research: Other findings 



27%

31%
19%

23%

• Young male drivers
• More full time employed
• Less likely to be a passenger
• Average city / town / community
• More likely to drive to work and for work

• Older (50+) 
• Average male and female
• More retired
• More small town / less city

• Average age across all bands
• Average male and female split
• More likely from city / less small town

• Older (50+) females
• Drive less, more likely than other segments to be a 

passenger or public transport user
• Less likely to be employed full time
• More likely retired or stay at home parent
• Average city and town but more small community

‘Care free’

‘Concerned 
but disengaged’

‘Safe speed 
advocate’

‘Fast is good’





Putting it into practice: tools



The Waikato Demonstration Project





Better Conversations on Road Risk

Implementing a communications strategy to change the road 
safety conversation about speed, including increasing system 
designers’ and system users’ understanding and acceptance 
of safer speeds 

Build public acceptance of speed management practices 
through a better understanding of road 
safety risks

Build public understanding of road risk 
resulting in safer choices by 
communities and individuals





Next Phase

Build public understanding of road risk resulting in safer 

choices by communities and individuals

• What are our roads like?

• What are the risks?

• What do we (as a community) do about risks?

• What should I (as a road user) be mindful of?

We don’t have the answers …



Many Voices

The more perspectives involved the better the outcome

• Transport Agency

• Road controlling authorities

• Police

• AA

• Industry

• Cycling advocates

• Bus and Coach 

• Living streets Aotearoa



What could it look like here?

• Set a SMART Goal focused on 

communities

• Local research

• Test intervention(s)



Inform national programme (two-way)

• National Research targeted 

for March 2017

• On-going support for 

speed management

• Shared learnings



Thank you.

Questions?


